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Executive Summary
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Growing Garland
In 2016, the Garland City Council adopted ten
Strategic Focus Areas for a thriving Garland.
Council soon followed with the 2019 Bond
Program as a means for implementing the
strategic initiatives and public improvements
needed to make Garland a thriving place. This
plan identifies ways the public library system
can support the community’s efforts to Grow
Garland’s Economic Base; Enhance Quality of
Life through Amenities, Arts, and Events;
support Vibrant Neighborhoods and
Commercial Centers; provide Customer
Focused City Services; and develop a Future
Focused Organization.
This plan also lays the groundwork for
transforming Garland’s Nicholson Memorial
Library System (NMLS) into a 21st Century
Library, by embracing new industry trends in
library roles, services, and technologies and by
adopting the philosophy that the best library
is the one that puts people and community
needs first, then looks for how to support
them through library resources and services.
Implementation of this plan will reduce
barriers to access and success for Garland
residents, build community partnerships,
embrace libraries as neighborhood resource
centers, expand upon NMLS’ role in childhood
and adult literacy, continue growth of
outreach and Libraries Without Walls,
embrace the public library as a Third Place – a
community living room where people
collaborate and create, update facilities for
modern technologies and uses, and celebrate
Garland’s rich diversity of peoples and
cultures.

Master Plan Needed
The NMLS is overdue for a new master plan.
Last updated in August 2001, the current NMLS
Master Plan has been augmented with routine
updates to the Technology Plan, the Materials
Collection Development Plan, Capital
Improvement Program, and annual operating
plans on a regular basis, but these plans were
developed individually without a
comprehensive re-evaluation of the NMLS’
overall strategic value and role in the Garland
community. Additional reasons for updating
the master plan include:
• The Garland population has grown and
changed over the past 19 years. Library
service areas, program offerings, staffing,
and facilities have made only incremental
changes to meet these evolving needs.
• Libraries play a key role in bridging social
equity gaps for underserved populations. As
Garland’s demographics change, the need
for enhanced efforts in the areas of school
readiness, childhood literacy, and workforce
development are growing.
• Most of Garland’s library facilities were built
prior to 1990, resulting in an inability to
keep up with patron and technology
demands for increased electrical capacity
and connection outlets.
• The way people use library facilities has
changed over time, resulting in the need for
more flexible space configurations.
• The North East Texas Library System
(NETLS) dissolved in 2011, leaving
underutilized space at the South Garland
Branch.
• A complete evaluation of long-term facility
needs was necessary to participate in the
2019 Bond Program.
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• Quality libraries improve neighborhood
attachment and engagement. NMLS
policies and facilities need to change to
support neighborhood vitality.
• The library industry, technologies, and
the services patrons expect from their
libraries has changed, including a need to
provide meeting spaces, collaborative
spaces, maker spaces, co-work spaces, as
well as traditional library spaces.
• Libraries offer programs and services to
all. In order to do that well, the library
must engage with key stakeholders and
community organizations to be able to
identify and help meet the needs of the
public.

The 3 P's: People, Place, &
Platform
A report by The Aspen Institute in 2014
emphasizes the importance that public
libraries provide in the digital age: People,
Place and Platform.
• PEOPLE - The public library is a hub of
civic engagement, fostering new
relationships and strengthening the
human capital of the community.
Librarians are actively engaged in the
community. They connect individuals to
a vast array of local and national
resources and serve as neutral
conveners to foster civic health. They
facilitate learning and creation for
children and adults alike.
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• PLACE - The public library is a welcoming
space for a wide range of purposes —
reading, communicating, learning,
playing, meeting and getting business
done. Its design recognizes that people
are not merely consumers of content but
creators and residents as well. Its physical
presence provides an anchor for
economic development and
neighborhood revitalization, and helps to
strengthen social bonds and community
identity. The library is also a virtual space
where individuals can gain access to
information, resources and all the rich
experiences the library offers. In the
creative design of its physical and virtual
spaces, the public library defines what
makes a great public space.
• PLATFORM - The public library is usercentered. It provides opportunities for
individuals and the community to gain
access to a variety of tools and resources
with which to discover and create new
knowledge. The platform enables the
curation and sharing of the community’s
knowledge and innovation. A great library
platform is a “third place” —
an interactive entity that can facilitate
many people operating individuallyand in
groups— and supports the learning and
civic needs of the community.1

Garmer, A.K. (2014). “Rising to the Challenge: Re-Envisioning Public Libraries,” The Aspen Institute. Retrieved Dec.

4, 2019, from https://csreports.aspeninstitute.org/documents/AspenLibrariesReport.pdf.
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Library Master Plan Overview
The Garland Library Master Plan will guide the library’s strategies and priorities for investments
for the next ten years. It is a strategic document that serves as an outline for how the library will
sustain services, meet changing industry and customer demands, and build a resilient future. Like
this Executive Summary, the complete Comprehensive Master Plan is organized in the following
sections:

Section 1: Community Based Plan
Section 2: The Modern Library
Section 3: Standards & Current Conditions
Section 4: The Next Chapter for Garland Libraries
Section 5: Strategic Plan & Action Plan
Section 6: Technology Plan & Action Plan
Section 7: Staffing Plan & Action Plan
Section 8: Facilities Plan & Action Plan
Section 9: Appendices
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1 Community Based Plan
The Nicholson Memorial Library System (NMLS) provides meaningful and impactful services and
programs to the residents of Garland and beyond. NMLS, the public library in Garland, serves
residents of Garland and the surrounding area from four Library locations: the Central Library,
South Garland Branch Library, North Garland Branch Library, and Walnut Creek Branch Library –
and its fifth “virtual branch” – the Garland Library Online.
To further its mission, the Library periodically updates planning efforts, in this case, a
Comprehensive Master Plan addressing all aspects of Library operations. The plan is the
culmination of service area analysis, feedback gathered from the community and community
partners, staff interviews and facilitated workshops, and input from Godfrey’s Associates, Inc.
Library Planners & Consultants (the Consultants) and Buxton, Inc. research.
The World Today. A community-based plan begins with an understanding of global trends affecting
customer needs.
• The jobs market in the United States has been transforming along with technology for the past
20 years. Automation and self-service have changed the way people apply for jobs, where and
how they work, and have eliminated many traditional jobs.
• Less employment
opportunities and
corporate outsourcing
have combined with a
higher cost of living to
create the gig economy
– where having
multiple, flexible
employment sources is
becoming
commonplace. For years
now, small businesses
have comprised 99% of
companies in the U.S
and employ more than
one-half of the
country’s workforce.
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• Still, a college degree nearly doubles a worker’s income potential, according to a 2020 report
by the U.S. Census Bureau. Traditional jobs are giving way to technology-enabled ones. Now
more than ever, a strong and broad educational foundation is critical in finding and keeping
good employment, be it with a company, as an independent contractor, or by one’s own self.
• In addition to changes in the job market, technology has also ushered in changes to the way
people learn and conduct daily business. College and tech courses are increasingly moving to
online formats, and daily transactions are conducted through virtual means.
Along with these changes, the public library must adapt to changes in usage, new technologies, the
economy, the modern job market, education trends, and the way people think about and use public
spaces. For example, as information consumers have evolved into information creators, libraries
have adapted by including Makerspaces within their facilities.

Garland Today. Data analysis of the Garland community is based upon information provided by
Godfrey’s Associates and Buxton, Inc.. The Consultants analyzed library planning measurements for
the next 20+ years. City of Garland projections estimate that the population at build out will be
264,438. The Consultants conducted a demographic analysis of Garland and the areas surrounding
the four library locations. U.S. Census estimates for July 2018 indicated 24.3% of adult residents in
Garland were not high school graduates, 15.7% of the population lived in poverty, and languages
other than English were spoken in 48.3% of the homes in the City. Households within a one-mile
radius around each library highlight these characteristics:
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Community Input. A community driven plan must be based on the needs and wants of the

community. Through surveys, public forums, and stakeholder interviews, more than 1,800 people
provided input to the library master plan development process.

Community Survey. Over 1,600 people participated in the library's community survey. Results were
largely positive and indicated over 80% were satisfied or very satisfied with current library offerings.
Survey responses revealed:
• Customers visit multiple Garland library locations, most often the one closest to their home
(81%).
• Customers visit overwhelmingly by driving (94.6%), followed by walking (8.7%).
• Respondents believed that trip time to visit a library should take less than 10 minutes (52.6%).
• 74.6% of respondents said they visit the library at least once per month, with over 73% of
respondents estimating that they stay at the library for 30 minutes or more per visit.
• 80% of respondents visit to check out books, while 35% visit to use library computers, 28% to
use the public WiFi, 24% to attend children’s programs, 24% to attend adult programs, 23% to
use a quiet area, 18% to use online databases, 15% to use private study rooms, 13% to get
research assistance, and 7% for teen programs.
• A key reason multiple respondents noted for not visiting a branch library location is the
current hours of operation.
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Survey Priorities. Survey respondents were also asked to indicate interest in adding or changing library
services.
• Over 40% of respondents
requested outdoor reading
areas, as well as self-service
opportunities after hours.
• Approximately 30% of
respondents requested
additional online services, as
well as drive-up curbside
service for materials
distribution.
• Approximately 20% of
respondents requested
remote printing, self-check
service, makerspaces, and
study rooms.

Stakeholder Interviews. In addition to City of Garland leadership and staff, library
management and the consultant team held focus groups or interviewed representatives from:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Members of Garland City Council
Garland Library Board
Garland Youth Council
NMLS Teen Advisory Board
City departments (IT, Facilities Management,
Animal Services, Public Health, Parks and
Recreation, Downtown Development Office)
Garland Independent School District
Garland Chamber of Commerce Board of
Directors and staff
Dallas College Economic Development and
Workforce Advancement
Richland College Library Services
Workforce Solutions of Greater Dallas
Garland Makerspace Group.
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Voter Approval. Voters had two opportunities in 2019 and 2020 to indicate their level of support
for library initiatives. During the 2019 Bond Program, voters approved $21 million in projects to
expand and relocate the Walnut Branch Library and to make facility modernization upgrades to the
other three locations. In November 2020, 78% of voters supported a referendum to allow Park Land
adjacent to Hollabaugh Recreation Center to be repurposed to allow the relocation of the Walnut
Branch Library to this location.

Community Needs.

As a result of this community feedback and data analysis process, the
following community needs emerged that should influence library service provision and priorities:
1. Gaps in adult educational attainment leading to lower income and higher poverty levels;
2. Preschoolers and kindergartners starting their academic careers unprepared;
3. Divide between residents who have access to technology at home, including high-speed
Internet connections, personal computers and peripherals, and the skill set to operate and
navigate basic technologies and productivity software;
4. Lack of library partnerships and collaborations with outside organizations, including other
City of Garland departments;
5. Outdated library facilities that were not constructed to provide for modern technology.
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2 The Modern Public Library
Recent Studies about Library Demand. Libraries have
been, and will continue to be, a source of information,
free to the public at-large, as the majority of Americans
hold a public library card. Nationally, numerous studies by
the Pew Research Center consistently show around 70% of
the U.S. public believe in the value of public libraries.
Typically, voters vote for public library bond initiatives
about 70% of the time – be it for capital or operational
funds. The success rate increased to over 80% in 2018 and
to almost 90% in 2019. According to a 2019 Gallup study,
U.S. citizens visit libraries (for free) over twice as often as
(paying for) going to the movies, a live sporting event or
concert, a national park or historic site, a museum, a
casino, or a theme park.

Library Usage Trends. Nationally and locally, people primarily still use the public library to
check out books – both in print and electronic – but far and away more print. Millennials are
the segment of the U.S. population that use the public library the most, according to the Pew
Research Center. Beyond books, Millennials are more likely to use the less traditional
services of the public library, such as a gathering place to exchange ideas and to research
ways to make money – indicating the public library is one of their preferred Third Places.
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Education. The public library has long been in the public education business – from before
people enter the public school system until long after their retirement. Libraries continue to be
a key provider of early childhood education through Story Times, strong book collections,
parenting resources, STREAM and technology programs, and outreach – helping to instill a love
for reading, developing early childhood cognitive processes, and preparing kids for school.
Now, public libraries partner in education of all ages through services such as:
• Teaching youth how to
build robots and how to
write computer code;
• Providing gathering spaces
for tutoring, group study,
and seminars;
• Offering classes ranging
from English as a Second
Language, to investing, to
Virtual Reality and
Artificial Intelligence;
• Offering entrepreneurial
and small business startup mentoring and support
with partners like SCORE;
• Providing innovative
offerings in workforce
development, from
technology access and
training, to certification
programs, to loaning
photography equipment,
power tools, and baking
pans;
• Leveraging local resources
by partnering with a range
of agencies, from public
schools to community
colleges to social services.
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3 Standards and Current Conditions
Public libraries routinely assess services – from maintaining
accreditation criteria, to evaluating performance, to aiding in
planning and budgeting efforts. There are several tools,
organizations, and independent studies that support libraries
in their mission to provide high-quality services. These
resources were used as references in developing the Master
Plan. Section 4 of the report documents how Garland Libraries
perform against Texas State Library standards and DFW peer
libraries.

TSLAC Minimum Criteria. In Texas, a public library system must be accredited in order to receive
state funding, discounts and services. Accreditation is overseen by the Texas State Library and
Archives Commission (TSLAC) and is guided by adherence to minimum criteria. Minimum criteria for
accreditation is based on population and includes both minimum quantitative and qualitative
requirements. Benefits of accreditation include access to TexShare databases, TexShare Card
program, Inter-Library Loan Program, and grant opportunities.
TPLS Assessment Standards. In addition, the Texas Library Association (TLA) works with TSLAC to
publish Texas Public Library Standards (TPLS), which are used by libraries for their own performance
evaluation, growth and planning purposes. Public libraries report benchmarking data annually; data
used in the master planning process is from the 2018 dataset, the most recently reported set
available in 2019 when the evaluation process began.
Facility Standards. While some states and associations set specific square feet per capita targets for
facility standards, the TPLS does not; instead, it provides a worksheet for a public library to use in
evaluating the appropriate space needs for its community. Based on this worksheet, Garland has
0.51 SF/capita and needs 0.63 SF/capita.
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Garland Peer Performance. Library service in Texas varies greatly since
communities vary greatly in size and need across the state. , a
comparison to peer libraries in the DFW Metroplex was developed to
help assess Garland's library system.

Garland Libraries
outperform peers by
offering a greater
number of MLS
Professional-Level
Staff and by
spending a greater
percentage of the
budget on the
Materials
Collection...on a
midpoint budget.

While Garland falls at the midpoint among DFW area peer library systems for Population/FTE and
Total Operating Expenditures per Capita, Garland outperforms other peer libraries by offering a
greater number of MLS Professional-Level Staff and a greater percentage of expenditures on the
materials collection. In fact, Garland expends almost 20% of their library operating budget on
library materials – the highest percentage of any other public library in the Metroplex. Garland
Libraries also performs well in terms of public computer usage. Garland lags behind peer libraries
in hours open, circulation, and non-General Fund revenue sources.
Detailed assessments of facilities, technology, and staffing are provided in subsequent sections of
this plan. In addition, the Collection Development Plan, updated in 2017, is provided in Appendix
B. Some overall observations of current conditions include:
• While less than DFW peer libraries, Garland provides 95% of the Enhanced standard for hours
open per week, with 64 hours at Central;
• The number of registered Library cardholders has increased by 8.4% over the past six years,
with the total including over 20% non-residents;
• Garland ranks high for the number of computers available to the public (1 per 1,684
population), exceeding the Enhanced TPLS metric (1 per 2,000 population);
• However, NMLS does not offer the range of types of things offered such as Mi-Fis, 3-D printers,
tablets, projection and maker equipment;
16

• Garland currently provides 0.51 square feet per capita; using the TPLS worksheet as a guide,
Garland needs 0.63 square feet per capita to support its recommended services and materials
collection;
• Existing library locations cover 96.7% of the City limits within an average 14-minute drive time.
Coverage is lighter in South Garland than in North and West Garland, so consideration of
locating a Library service outlet(s) in areas of need would be appropriate.
The new Walnut Creek Branch Library approved by voters in 2019
will double in size, as the first step in addressing this space shortfall.
The current Library system is comprised of aging buildings, two of
which are too small to provide modern library services: Walnut
Creek (8,000 square feet) and North Garland (16,500 square feet).
So, larger branch libraries are required to meet community needs
and best practice standards. South Garland (36,935 square feet) and
the Central Library (59,475 square feet) provide an adequate
amount of total space, but that space is not efficiently configured to
meet modern library services. So, modernization of Garland
Libraries would be required to meet community needs and best
practice standards.
Per 2018 statistics, the costs to operate each of the
four existing libraries on a cost per square foot basis
were: North Garland
($19.81), South Garland ($20.33), Walnut Creek
($39.74), and Central Library ($60.91, which includes
Administrative and Support Services for the entire
system).
Staffing. Garland effectively meets the Enhanced
State Standard for total staff, at 1.00 FTE per 3,530
population – compared with peer and State-wide
averages of 1 to 3,360 and 1 to 3,509 respectively.
Garland Public Libraries rank high in State Standards,
meeting the Exemplary level 1.33 professional
Librarians per 10,125 population.
Services & Collections. The Materials Collection
Development Plan was updated in 2017, and is
provided in Appendix B.
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4 The Future: The Next Chapter for Garland Libraries
From artists to industry, Garland is a city full of makers with imagination, vision and originality.
That same creativity, ingenuity and maker spirit can be found and harnessed in Garland’s public
library. The great innovator Walt Disney said, “If you can dream it, you can do it.” From
developing young minds or advancing your career potential, to launching a new business or
building community – whatever your dream is, you can Make It Happen @ Your Garland Public
Library!

The Vision of the Library as People, Place, and Platform2
Borrowing from the Aspen Institute Report, the Library will re-imagine itself making People, Place,
and Platform top priorities:
• The Library as People reflects the community, the people, and their values, engages the
community and foster relationships.
• The Library as Place creates a welcoming space for a wide range of purposes – reading,
communicating, learning, playing, creating, and meeting and getting business done. Its design
recognizes that people are not merely consumers of content but creators and residents as well.
• The Library as Platform is a “Third Place” -- an interactive entity that facilitates the blending of
people and place to inspire patrons to design their own educational, social, and cultural
experiences by connecting with ideas and each other. It is user-centered.

From 2019 State of America's Libraries
Report

2 Garmer, A.K. (2014). “Rising to the Challenge: Re-Envisioning Public Libraries,” The Aspen Institute. Retrieved Dec.
4, 2019, from https://csreports.aspeninstitute.org/documents/AspenLibrariesReport.pdf.
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The Garland Library of the Future.

The Garland Library of the
future is about enabling the people, place, and platforms needed to
make dreams and aspirations come true. This vision transforms the
library into:
• A Community Living Room, where people go to gather, study, read,
relax, and learn;
• A Neighborhood Resource Center, or connector to community
resources services such as partner agencies providing educational,
health, social services, civic groups, citizen engagement, education,
and skills development;
• A Community Partner, connecting existing community organizations
to the residents that need them by bringing physical space and a
platform for making the services known, easily accessible, and less
intimidating;
• An Innovation Lab, where people gain hands-on access to new
technologies, software, and equipment to learn new skills,
experiment with ideas, developing concepts, and launching new
products, art, careers, and small businesses;
• A Place to Explore, Create, and Make Noise (sometimes), …..
• A Library Without Walls, where not only can you come to the library, but the library comes
to you by way of digital platforms, kiosk materials distribution, programming at community
events or other community centers, and neighborhoods.

To live up to this vision for the future, Garland Libraries must embrace the Library of the Future
today by:
• Reducing barriers to access,
• Investing in and helping the Garland community and its partners, and
• Planning for Garland’s future.
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Making the Vision a Reality.

Garland Libraries
established the following Mission, Vision, Values, and
Guiding Principle on which the Library Strategic Plan is
based.

Mission.

The Library builds community by personally
assisting customers in discovering information, services,
and programs that enrich their quality of life. The Library
provides access to technology that contributes to economic
growth by supporting early literacy, workforce
development, small businesses, and urban development.

Garland Libraries
will become a
connector rather
than a collector
and making
people the
primary focus.

Vision.

“Make It Happen @ Garland Libraries”
encompasses the vision of offering a broad spectrum of
modern library services, accessible to all, in an interactive
and welcoming atmosphere to transform lives and support
the economic growth of the community.

Our Values. The Garland Library is guided by the following values, by which we will serve our
community:
Access and Inclusion
We continually work to provide equal access to all. We work to foster and maintain a welcoming
environment for staff and the public.
Customer Service
We are committed to providing excellent customer service to our internal and external customers
by treating customers with respect and courtesy.
Community
We work to become a conduit that connects the public with resources, services, and other
organizations to meet their needs.
Innovation
We support creativity, innovation, curiosity and change. We work to use all formats, including
technology, to foster innovation and creativity.

Guiding Principle. “Access for All”
Public libraries are one of the last equalizers that provide programs and services without cost to all
who enter their doors. Public libraries are in the people business…at the heart of which is
providing equal access to all.
20

5

Strategic Plan

The Garland Public Library Strategic Plan is based on the community input, consultant assessments,
and staff feedback obtained during the master planning process. The goals and objectives of the
Library Strategic Plan align with the City’s Vision for providing Enhanced Quality of Life through
Amenities, Arts and Events; Vibrant Neighborhoods and Commercial Centers; a Growing Economic
Base; Customer-Focused City Services; and a Future-Focused City Organization.
The Strategic Plan identifies three priorities to be addressed in order to respond to community
needs and to provide a modern library that transforms lives by helping Garland residents Make It
Happen @ Garland Libraries.
1. Removing Barriers to Access
Identify and change current policies and procedures that inhibit patron access to library
programs, services, and resources. Examples include:
o Removing late fines;
o Expanding hours of operation;
o Equalizing access to technology resources to all regardless of skill level;
o Relaxing policies related to use of facilities;
o Addressing service area gaps and special needs populations through innovative
service delivery mechanisms.
1. Investing in and Helping Build the Garland Community
Garland’s libraries will connect people with needed resources, programs and services
that will improve the quality of life for Garland residents. Examples include:
o Increasing access to multicultural materials and resources to Garland residents in
English, Spanish, and Vietnamese;
o Celebrating Garland’s diverse population;
o Increasing income potential of Garland families by partnering with outside
organizations to provide training to help adults become job ready.
1. Planning for Garland’s Future
Provide resources and programs that meet today’s needs but also lay the foundation to
improve Garland’s future. Examples include:
o Modernizing current library facilities with infrastructure and technology;
o Installing new service points to provide physical resources as well as personal
assistance and programming that meet public need;
o Providing new and innovative programming through partnerships and through a
variety of platforms;
o Embracing opportunities to support the City of Garland’s Strategic Focus Areas while
remaining true to the library’s core mission.
Strategic Focus Areas. The above priorities are addressed through an Action Plan that is organized
around three Strategic Focus Areas:
1. Service to Youth
2. Service to Adults
3. Service to Community
21

Strategic Focus Areas and Strategic Plan Goals
1. Strategic Focus: Service to Youth
Strategic Goal 1

Advance early-childhood learning by providing quality programs and
services to children and parent/caregivers.

Strategic Goal 2

Advance school readiness by educating parents and caregivers to know
how to provide a solid foundation of emergent and early literacy skills
for their children’s success.

Strategic Goal 3

Support and encourage a continued love of learning and engagement
among Garland youth by improving services to tweens and teens.

2. Strategic Focus: Service to Adults
Strategic Goal 1

Meet the diverse needs of Garland’s adults, by continuing to provide a
wide range of physical and digital materials, to include diverse and
current titles and resources, in languages, formats and quantities
dictated by the population served.

Strategic Goal 2

Partner with area educational and cultural institutions to support and
advance learning by offering programs on a variety of subjects that
appeal to Garland’s demographic.

Strategic Goal 3

Support and advance workforce development by partnering with area
educational and cultural institutions and individuals to offer programs
on a variety of subjects and technical platforms.

Strategic Goal 4

Support individuals in reaching growth and achievement goals by
providing research and one-on-one assistance to individuals,
including small business owners, job-seekers, and non-traditional
students.

3. Strategic Focus: Service to Community
Strategic Goal 1

Celebrate Garland’s diverse community and neighborhoods.

Strategic Goal 2

Provide space for civic, community and neighborhood-based
organizations to host programs, meetings and activities.

Strategic Goal 3

Connect people with resources, programs, and materials to create and
grow.

Strategiv Goal 4

Reduce barriers and promote access to all by updating Library policies and
procedures.

The Community Needs and Strategic Focus Areas provide the foundation for the overall Library Master Plan
that includes this Strategic Plan, a Technology Plan, a Staffing Plan, a Facilities Plan, and a Collection
Development Plan. Each plan also includes an action plan with implementation schedule. Please note that
the Technology, Staffing and Facilities Plans are driven in part by the Strategic Plan.
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6 Technology Plan
Technology has dramatically changed how public libraries service the public. Libraries provide
users with access to personal computers, internet, mobile devices, downloadable content,
makerspaces, innovation labs, and technology training. Such offerings provide essential resources
to users, some who may lack another form of access to such resources.
Like many library services, the degree to which technology services are needed varies according to
each community’s demographics and expectations. Using the Texas Library Standards, Garland’s
public libraries currently offer public technology at the Enhanced Level. However, in a review of
DFW peer libraries, Garland’s technology offerings trail those of peers, while Garland Library’s
public computer usage levels exceed those of peers. This contrast may reflect an increased need
for technology offerings by the Garland community, whose median income and education levels
are lower than peers.
The rapidly changing technology environment requires more frequent updates; therefore, the
Technology Action Plan is based on a three year timeframe. It is built around the Library Strategic
Plan, as well as a Technology SWOT Analysis conducted with input from Vantage Technology
Consultants, City IT Department, Library staff, and community partners such as Garland ISD, Dallas
College, and the Garland Chamber of Commerce.
The SWOT Analysis is summarized below:

The Technology Action Plan is built around three areas of need:
1. Patron Access to technology, programming and resources
2. Outreach and Partnerships
3. Library Facilities Upgrades
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7 Staffing Plan
One of the greatest assets provided by Garland Public Libraries is its
staff. Each staff person provides a skill set, knowledge, and function
that allows the Library to provide excellent programming and services
to the Garland community.
As mentioned in the Standards and Current Conditions section of this
report, TSLAC provides guidance on staffing levels and educational
attainment of library management. Garland Libraries outperforms in
this area, offering more professional level (degreed, MLS-certified)
staff per capita while maintaining a midpoint budget.
Staff Services. While the Collection Development Plan and
Technology Plans provide for the material resources to best serve
patrons, the Staffing Plan provides for the programming and support
resources, for it is the staff that provide daily research assistance,
technology support to patrons, and develop and deliver
programming content in its many forms. The table below
summarizes current programs provided to the public.

"Google can bring
you 100,000
answers. A
librarian can bring
you back the right
one.”
--Neil Gaiman,
Author

Staffing Action Plan. The Staffing Action Plan is based on three priorities needed to meet community
needs and deliver on strategic plan goals and objectives:
1. Creating missing key positions, preferably without growing operating budgets;
2. Diversifying staff to meet community needs;
3. Appointing dedicated librarians for populations or service areas that need growth or ongoing
support.
Key Positions. The current staffing roster does not provide for some key positions needed; however,
in recognition of revenue constraints, this plan does not advocate for increasing the operating
budget without a thorough re-evaluation of existing positions. Recent investments in RFID
technologies have produced efficiencies that may result in opportunities to re-allocate existing
positions to other duties. Key positions needed include:
• Outreach and Literacy Coordinator
• Teen Librarian
• Library Assistant (full-time)
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8 Facilities Plan
Each year, about half a million patrons visit Garland Library facilities. In addition to selecting from
over 450,000 materials and utilizing study areas for independent use, 16,470 patrons attended public
programs hosted by Garland librarians in FY19. In addition, Library meeting rooms were booked 218
times and had 25,101 in attendance.
These traditional uses continue; however, introduction of modern technologies over the past twenty
years have ushered in changes for how public library facilities are used. All Garland library facilities
were constructed prior to the use of modern technologies. While facilities have been routinely
renovated to adapt, there are limitations preventing each facility from providing additional
programming, collections, and technologies to meet modern public demand and need. Facility issues
and deficiencies facing the overall Garland Library system include:
• Library space must be more adaptable to accommodate many uses simultaneously, including
collections inventory, evolving technologies, individual work/study, in-person collaboration,
library programming, community meetings, and partner agency instruction and services for
Garland residents.
• According to TSLAC Space Needs Worksheet, Garland needs 152,007 SF of space to deliver
programming but currently operates out of 120,910 SF;
• Smaller branches lack the space and configurations needed to provide technology, programming
and collections needed by the growing population;
• Library facilities are not equally distributed throughout the city, largely as a result of the closure
of the Ridgewood Branch in 2007;
• Library facilities lack adequate electrical access points to service Library and patrons
technologies;
• Community feedback reported a lack of usable outdoor space at Library facilities as a top
concern;
• Community feedback expressed a desire for more accessible study room space, collaborative
space, study space, and makerspaces in library facilities;
• Existing Study Rooms lack technologies;
• Current shelving limits the capacity and accessibility of materials;
• Public service desks do not offer efficient, agile points of service throughout the facility where
patrons need it;
• Most facility exteriors lack an inviting, open physical presence to portray the library as a
welcoming place;
• Most facilities require exterior improvements such as lighting and other security improvements.
A thorough assessment was conducted of each facility. In addition to reviewing physical
characteristics of each facility, an analysis of the population surrounding each facility was conducted.
The distribution of population, anticipated growth patterns and mobility are important factors in
planning for library facilities. Because neighborhoods and communities vary throughout the city, the
branch libraries can tailor programs, materials, and services that meet the unique needs of the areas
they serve. For example, the South branch houses Garland’s largest Spanish language collection of
the branch locations, while North branch houses the majority of Chinese/Mandarin language
collection.
A summary of characteristics and issues unique to each location is provided on the following page.
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Facility Assessments.

* Demographic analysis is based on a one mile radius from each library location.
**Year the City acquired the building.

Notable Findings
• Walnut Creek Branch Library has the smallest location of all the branches, the greatest population density,
the highest poverty rate, the lowest median household income, and the lowest percentage of college
graduates.
• North Garland Branch Library lacks a Teen Area and Teen computers even though a significant amount of
after-school patron visits come from nearby Webb Middle School. The constraints of shared ownership in
a retail strip center limit options for reconfiguring the facility.
Immediate Facility Action Plans
• Relocate and expand Walnut Branch Library to 18,000 SF;
• Modernize and reconfigure Central, South and North branches for flexible use, sufficient electrical
capacity, meeting space for library programs and for public use. Exterior enhancements to each location
should be included as well as exterior program space should also be considered;
• Embrace the Libraries Without Walls approach to add new points of service to underserved populations;
examples include installing materials kiosks, introducing outreach and programming at neighborhood
events and parks, and continued expansion of The Library Online services.
Future Facility Needs for Consideration
• Relocate the existing North Branch Library to a more user-friendly and manageable location;
• Open a fifth location in south Garland
Action Plan Details are provided in Facilities Plan Section.
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9 Action Plan
The list below provides Action Plan highlights. This is not an exhaustive list.
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Recommendation

Priority Level/
Status

Provide online library card registration.

1
COMPLETE

Install public scanning capabilities at Walnut Creek Branch Library.

1
COMPLETE

Provide makerspaces at each library location.

2
In Progress

Provide access to both Windows and IOS operating systems for public use.

2

Design new and renovated library facilities with inclusion in mind.

2

Provide greater access to technology and library facilities for community
partners to provide educational, informative and hands-on training for the
public.

2

Develop a Technology Center at the Central Library that provides access to a
wide array of hardware and software (including makerspace equipment) that
meet the needs of Garland residents and range from beginner to advanced.

2

Investigate feasibility of providing additional hours of operation at library
branch locations.

2

Allocation and configuration of library staff in each location to make each
location self-sustainable.

2

Access to audio/visual equipment in study rooms is important for
telecommuting students (adult and youth) who have real-time class
participation requirements.

2

Public service desks should be smaller and able to be moved throughout the
facility depending on need.

2

Investigate and redevelop the layout for the Central Library for efficient use of
space for the public and staff.

2

Investigate and redevelop the layout for South Garland Branch Library for
efficient use of space for the public and staff.

3

Renovate the exteriors of all library facilities for function and visual appeal to
attract the public, including forms of exterior enhancement upgrades.

3

The NETLS area at the South Garland Branch Library should be investigated
to either be incorporated into public space and/or be renovated into a literacy
and/or workforce development center for adults.

3

Investigate and redevelop the layout for North Garland Branch Library for
efficient use of space for the public and staff.

3

OR
Future consideration: Relocate and expand the North Garland Branch Library
to a new location in the northeast quadrant of Garland. The new North
Garland Branch Library structure should be a minimum of 18,000 square feet,
but no larger than 24,000 square feet on one level.

3

Future consideration: Construct a new, fifth branch library in the next
bond election. Population and mobility indicate that the facility should be
located between Miller Road and Centerville Road. The facility should be
approximately 18,000 square feet.

3
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